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Colchester Triumph 2500 Vs Manual. The rise of the Internet and all technologies related to it have made it a lot
easier to share various types of information. Unfortunately, sometimes the huge amount of information available
online is a curse rather than a blessing: many websites just do not seem to bother with proper organization of
content ...Colchester Triumph VS 2500 Centre Lathe UK. Description. COLCHESTER Triumph 195mm (7.5”)
Centre Lathe with induction hardened bedways, Quick change universal gearbox, Self contained motor driven
by 7.5kw (10hp) motor, Electrical equipment for 380 or 415/3/50Hz supply, Variable speed drive from 14-2500
rev/min with apron control.The COLCHESTER Triumph is renowned worldwide for quality and reliability.
Built to withstand rugged, heavy duty use, our lathes give years of outstanding service with the absolute
minimum of maintenance. At the same time, all Colchester manual lathes are capable of very fine precision
turning. With a 1250mm distance between centres.Colchester Triumph VS Centre Lathe. Product added to
Basket. Continue Shopping Go To Basket +44 (0) 1924 415 000. ... but has been updated with a more modern
design and styling to make manual turning even easier. The Triumph manual lathe features include: ... Triumph
VS 2500 / V390 £214.00 (ex Vat) QTY.Briefly, a well looked after Colchester Triumph VS 2500 variable
spindle speed lathe is offer to the market in good condition and extremely well equipped having a 2 axis DRO, 3
jaw chuck, 4 jaw chuck. Also supplied with the machine are all the chuck jaws, quick change tool post holders
and tooling that came with the machine.Triumph VS 2500 l Constant power, 3 range variable speed drive from
14-2500rpm l 7.5kW (10hp) spindle motor l 1250mm gap bed l 400mm swing over bed l D1-6 Camlock spindle
l Induction hardened and ground bed l Precision hardened and ground gears in headstock l Wide, rigid bed l The
world’s “best known” centre lathe l CSS DRO as standard Mascot VS 2000 l Medium duty, constant
power,5.170 used Colchester triumph vs 2500 ( 19.05.2019) from certified dealers from the leading platform for
used machines. Cookies make it easier to offer our services. By using our services, you acknowledge and agree
to our use of cookies.Constructed in the style of the already established and very successful 7.5-inch centre
height Triumph 2000 and 8.5-inch Mascot 1600, the 6.5 inch (165 mm) centre height Master 2500 (together
with its close cousin the Student 1800), continued Colchester's traditional use of two names that had been
synonymous with lathes of an almost perfect design and capacity for both training and ...Colchester Triumph
VS2500 centre lathe The Colchester Triumph VS2500 is a 400mm swing lathe with a 7.5kW electronically,
infinitely variable speed spindle drive giving a maximum speed of 2500rpm. The combination of constant
surface speed and the electronically variable spindle drive gives the Triumph VS2500 manual lathe a cutting
performance ...olchester Triumph VS 2500 Gap Bed Centre Lathe Swing over the Bed: 400mm Diameter Swing
over the Cross Slide: 246mm Diameter Swing in the Gap: 585mm Diameter...

